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ABSTRACT
In the domains of research software and science, geographically
dispersed, virtual, and remote software teams are nothing new—
and likely here to stay. Nevertheless, during the COVID-19
pandemic, many scientists and software teams who transitioned
from co-located offices to working remotely fulltime often
lamented about missing the whiteboard most of all during the
pandemic. So, was it the whiteboard that we missed, or the way we
used it? Could we even go so far to say that we missed how it made
us feel? As some of us now head back to co-located or hybrid office
configurations, let’s contemplate the role of the whiteboard in many
software teams and give it the props it deserves.
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INTRODUCTION

Approximately 16 months ago and in response to the COVID-19
pandemic, the Exascale Computing Project’s Interoperable Design
of Extreme-scale Application Software (IDEAS-ECP) launched the
panel series Strategies for Working Remotely [1]. The panels are
designed to promote informal, cross-organizational dialog and
community building. As one of the co-organizers and moderators
of the panel series, I’ve had the pleasure of facilitating a variety of
discussions around the topic of remote work—from parenting while
working remotely, transitioning to and incorporating best practices
of virtual (geographically dispersed) software teams, virtual
onboarding and mentoring, virtual internships, and the impact of
remote work on scientific creativity and innovation [2]. In almost
every panel discussion in our series, the subject of the whiteboard
came up. There were many questions about online collaborative
tools and support for brainstorming or mind mapping. “The
Whiteboard” was by far, the question on everyone’s minds – and a
satisfying answer eluded us all. I have yet to hear that someone has
found an online collaboration tool whose use is as satisfying as that
fuzzy feeling one gets from being at the whiteboard. We all missed
it, apparently. But did we really? Isn’t what we really missed about
the whiteboard the kinds of interactions and experiences that
happened with others while we were together, in front of it? Or did
we just miss how it made us feel?
Being an artist turned social scientist, I am not only fascinated by
designs and drawing, but I’m also fascinated by people, how we
think, communicate, and the artifacts we produce. In this spirit I
hope the reader will find this short piece introducing the some of
the ways software teams use whiteboards and how they make us
feel like kids again as much fun to read as it was for me to write.
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THE WHITEBOARD – DECADES OF CS RESEARCH

It may not surprise you to know that the whiteboard, or rather,
computational support for interactive whiteboards, has been the
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subject of many dissertations and decades of computer science
research—with some of the earliest exploration in computational
tools for sketch recognition and management dating back from the
early 1960s [3]. Teams of designers and developers over several
decades have studied informal sketching practices at the
whiteboard to inform the development of digital pens [4]
collaborative tools [5], [6], models [7], large displays [8], and
groupware [9]. Decades of research notwithstanding, interactive
whiteboards are still not widely used in practice [8]. So, what gives?
2.1 How Software Teams Use Whiteboards
Software development is deeply social. Research conducted at
Microsoft found that developers share and maintain mental models
largely through face-to-face communication and the code itself
[10]. Many participants in this study reported avoiding email or
formal design documents (including bug reports, specs, etc.) to
generate or transfer knowledge among teams. Developers in this
study also reported rarely using IM for code-related tasks, and
instead used IM to connect socially with colleagues or family. If
they needed to work out a problem, they were most likely to
interrupt developers who were most knowledgeable about the issue.
These one-on-one developer conversations often happen at the
whiteboard [5].
Informed by a review of the literature, Mangano and others
distilled 14 whiteboard behaviors of software developers and
designers engaged in informal software design [11]. According to
the literature, teams of designers and developers use the whiteboard
to communicate both synchronously and asynchronously by
quickly sketching diagrams, models, and ideas while at the
whiteboard, taking a step back to see the big picture, and evolving
these informal designs as needed. Since software development is
largely abstract, whiteboard sketches allow teams to align different
perspectives, develop common mental models, review, and explore
alternate hypotheses. Work at the whiteboard, while highly creative
is also transient and ephemeral in that the visualizations often have
little value after a task [5]. Nevertheless, the feeling of being
unencumbered by an interface is valuable in and of itself. I would
argue we are often in a moment of flow at the whiteboard—sharing
ideas, seamlessly moving from thought to action as the whiteboard
experience requires that we sit, stand, speak, look closely, step back
and look again, grab a different colored marker, and erase. After
working remotely for over 16 months, who wouldn’t miss this—
the joy of informality, immediacy, and impermanence—all the
attributes that elude us, especially after working hour upon hour in
front of a screen, often on video, and rarely sketching.
Over the 16-month period that most of us were working from
home, I started to see more whiteboards emerge in my colleagues’
backgrounds than guitars. Some even brought whiteboards from
their office home. Analogous perhaps to Amazon’s “empty chair”
that signals a customer seat at the table [13], the whiteboard at home
has become a prop recreating that sacred space welcoming one-onone developer conversations.

immediately if we want. There is no expectation from the
whiteboard and no moment more important than the one at hand.
At the whiteboard we are free, we are kids again.
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